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1 Introduction
• Given an ellipsis site XPE, and its putative antecedent(s) XPA, towhat extent may XPE and
XPE diòer?

• i.e. what is the correct formulation of the Identity Condition on ellipsis?

• Traditional assumption: XPE and XPA must be syntactically isomorphic.

• Merchant 2001: in�uential work arguing that the Identity Condition should instead be
stated in terms of the semantics of XPE and XPA, allowing for constrained syntactic devia-
tions between XPE and XPA.

• More recently, the trend has swung back towards syntactic isomorphism.1

• Goal here: a rehabilitation of an old approach to ellipsis identity in terms of focus alterna-
tives (see, e.g., Rooth 1993,Merchant 2001).

• Nothing special about ellipsis identity. Subject to broadly the same licensing requirements
as deaccentedmaterial (Rooth’s project).

• Isomorphism eòects are epiphenomal, and arise to due a con�uence of the following fac-
tors:

– _e structural nature of focus alternatives (Fox & Katzir 2011).
– Recoverability.
– An economy condition on the ellipsis site.

*Much of thematerial presented here is based on joint work with Matt Barros andGary_oms, to whom I owe
a very large intellectual debt. I’d also like to thank Klaus Abels, Jason Merchant, Andy Murphy, and Yasu Sudo.

1See, e.g., work recently presented here by Murphy (2016) arguing that ellipsis involves removal of syntactic
material structurally identical to its antecedent.
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2 A study in non-isomorphism:
sluicing and the Le� Branch Condition

The Left Branch Condition

• First formulated by Ross as below:

(1) _e Le� Branch Condition (Ross 1967, 1986)
No NP which is the le�most constituent of a larger NP can be reordered out of this NP by
a transformation rule.

• Reûned in subsequent work (see, e.g., Corver (1990)). In the subsequent work taken to
rule out the extractions in (2).

(2) a. * prenominal genitiveWhosei did hemake out with [ti girlfriend]?

b. * amount phrase[How many]i did you buy [ti apples]?

c. * degree wordHowi is Henk [ti handsome]?

d. * attributivemod.[How handsome]i did Brittameet [a ti man]?

e. *Howi did Brittameet [a ti handsomeman]?
degree word (subextraction from an attributivemod.)

LBC repair under sluicing

• Merchant considers examples of Le� Branch Extraction under sluicing.

(3) a. He wants a detailed list, but I don’t know how detailed.

b. She bought an {an expensive/fast/big} car,
but I don’t know how {expensive/fast/big}.

c. She writes thorough reports, and wait till you see how thorough!

d. He bought expensive {toys/jewelery}, but he wouldn’t say how expensive.

e. Your brother is a smart doctor, but it’s not clear how smart.

f. She is a good carpenter, but it’s not clear how good.

• Merchant’s (2001) account (see also Kennedy &Merchant 2000) – genuine island repair.

(4) Your brother is a smart doctor but it’s not clear how smart1 〈your brother is a t1 doctor〉

• Alternative explored here (also entertained brie�y and rejected byMerchant 2001): a non-
isomorphic predicational copular source.
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(5) Your brotherx is a smart doctor but it’s not clear how smart1 〈hex is t1〉

• Merchant’s (2001) argument against a non-isomorphic source: stress-placement:

(6) a. *She bought a big car, but I don’t know how big.

b. She bought a big car, but I don’t know how big.

(7) a. She bought a car, but I don’t know how big it is.

b. She bought a car, but I don’t know how big it is.

• Obvious confound here: examples in (7) lack amodiûer in the ûrst clause. Oncewe control
for this, stress placement with a copular continuation is consistent with the sluicing data:

(8) a. *She bought a big car, but I don’t know how big it is.

b. She bought a big car, but I don’t know how big it is.

Non-predicative modifiers diagnose the structure of the elided material

• Certain modiûers are only acceptable in an attributive context; others have a reading
which is only acceptable in an attributive context (see Coppock 2008: ch5).

• Many such non-predicative adjectives are also non-gradable, which makes them unût for
our purposes. Consider, for example,mere.

(9) a. (Coppock 2008)She’s amere imitation.

b. *Don’t worry she’s only mere.

c. *She’s an extremely mere imitation.

• Here, we are interested in the small class of gradable, non-predicative adjectives (also dis-
cussed by Coppock 2008).

(10) a. #_e worker is hard. #intersective; *non-intersective

b. _e problem is hard. intersective

c. _e library hired a hard worker. #intersective; non-intersective

d. How hard a worker did the library hire? #intersective; non-intersective

e. _e library hired a very hard worker. #intersective; non-intersective
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• _e relevant non-predicative interpretation is referred to as non-intersective, since it can-
not be derived via intersectivemodiûcation.2

(12) a. JhardKw = {x ∈ De | hardw(x)}

b. JworkerKw = {x ∈ De |workerw(x)}

c. Jhard workerKw 6= J(12a)Kw
⋂

J(12b)Kw

• We can use this as a diagnostic for the structure of the ellipsis site.

(13) a. #_e library hired a hard worker,
but I don’t know exactly how hard1 the worker was t1.

b. #_e library hired a hard worker, but I don’t know exactly how hard.

c. _e library hired a hard worker, but I don’t know exactly how hard a worker.

(14) a. #Mary married a heavy drinker,
but I don’t know exactly how heavy1 the drinker was t1.

b. #Mary married a heavy drinker, but I don’t know exactly how heavy.

c. Mary married a heavy drinker, but I don’t know exactly how heavy a drinker.

Addressing an objection from Slavic

• Elliott&Murphy (2016a) show that in certain varitiesof Slavic, LBEbleedsnon-intersective
readings.

(15) a. Serbo-CroatianMeri
Meri

je
is

zaposlila
hired

[NP teškog
heavy

neradnika]
non worker

“Meri hired a lazy person” 3non-intersective
“Meri hired someone who is heavy and does not work.” 3intersective

b. [NP Koliko
How

teškog
heavy

neradnika]1
non worker

je
is

Meri
Mary

t1 zaposlila?
hired

“How lazy a person didMary hire?” 3non-intersective
“How heavy was the person that Mary hired who doesn’t work?”

3intersective
2_emeaning that we want for the non-intersective reading of hard worker is something like the following:

(11) Jhard workerKw = {x ∈ De |∃e[agentw(e) = x ∧ workingw(e) ∧ hardw(e)]}

Elliott &Murphy (2016a) suggest a way of deriving themeaning in (11) compositionally via null operator move-
ment out of the nominalized verbal structure. _e precise account of the non-intersective reading will however be
largely irrelevant for our purposes.
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c. Koliko
How

teškog1
heavy

je
is

Meri
Mary

zaposlila
hired

[NP t1 neradnika]?
non worker

“How lazy a person didMary hire?” 7non-intersective
“How heavy was the person that Mary hired who doesn’t work?”

3intersective

• Elliott & Murphy suggest that the argument for non-isomorphic sources in English on
the basis of non-intersective adjectives is �awed, since the following premise does not go
through: island-repair (LBE) predicts the non-intersective reading to survive.

• _e data from Slavic suggests that LBE may bleed the non-intersective reading for inde-
pendent reasons.

• Aswas implied, non all varities of Slavic seem to behave like Serbo-Croatian in this respect.
In Czech, for example, speakers report that non-intersective readings survive under LBE.

(16) CzechMarie
Marie

včera
yesterday

potkala
met

[NP starého
old

př́ıtele]
friend

“Mariemet a friend yesterday who is old” 3intersective
“Mary met a friend yesterday who she has known for a long time”

3non-intersective

(17) Jak
How

starého1
old

Marie
Marie

včera
yesterday

potkala
met

[NP t1 př́ıtele
friend

]?

“How old is the friend that Mary met yesterday?” 3intersective
“How long has Mary known the friend shemet yesterday?” 3non-intersective

• Amore precise way of stating the objection, therefore, is that the datamay be interpreted
as indicating that English is a Serbo-Croatian-type language with respect to LBE.

• Data from the English sub-comparative construction however indicates that where En-
glish does allow LBE, in this instance of a covert operator, the non-intersective reading
survives.

(18) a. Mary married a heavier drinker than she did a smoker.

b. Mary married a heavier drinker than shemarried a smoker.
3non-intersective reading

• _e operator movement implicated in clausal comparatives violates the Le� Branch Con-
dition (see Kennedy &Merchant 2000).
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(19) Mary married a heavier drinker than [CP Opi shemarried [DP a ti heavy smoker]].

• _e data from clausal comparatives shows that in English, a violation of the Le� Branch
Condition fails to bleed the availability of the non-intersective reading.

Further evidence from Italian

• Further evidence from Italian; In Romance the intersective vs. non-intersective readings
can be disambiguated via word order.

(20) a. un
a

amico
friend

vecchio
old

A friend who is old (intersective)

b. un
an

vecchio
old

amico
friend

A friend from a long time ago (non-intersective)

c. L’amico
the friend

è
is

vecchi
old

_e friend is old (intersective)

• We can show that vecchio (“old”) is gradable under the non-intersective reading.

(21) Gianni
John

è
is

il
the

più
more

vecchio
old

amico
friend

che
that

abbia
have

“John is the friend I’ve known for themost time”

• Word order in Italianwill remove the ambiguity we have to control for in the English data.
A ûnal important point is that Italian disallows LBE.

(22) * [Quanto
How

costosa]1
expensive

ha
has

comprato
bought

[NP una
a

macchina
car

t1], Gianni?
John

“How expensive a car did John buy?”

• _e sluicing data is given below:
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(22) a. Ho
Have

incontrato
met

un
a

amico
friend

vecchissimo
old.very

di
of

Gianni
John

ma
but

non
not

so
know

quanto
how

“I met a very old friend of John’s, but I don’t know how old.” 3int.; 7non-int.

b. *Ho
Have

incontrato
met

un
a

vecchissimo
old.very

amico
friend

di
of

Gianni,
John,

ma
but

non
not

so
know

quanto
how

“I met a very old friend of John’s, but I don’t know how old” 7int.; 7non-int.

c. Ho
Have

incontrato
met

un
a

amico
friend

vecchissimo
old.very

di
of

Gianni
John

ma
but

non
not

so
know

quanto
how

è
is

vecchio
old

l’amico
the.friend

“I met a very old friend of John’s, but I don’t know how old the friend is.”

3int.; 7non-int.

d. *Ho
Have

incontrato
met

un
a

vecchissimo
old.very

amico
friend

di
of

Gianni,
John,

ma
but

non
not

so
know

quanto
how

è
is

vecchio
old

l’amico
the.friend

“I met a very old friend of John’s, but I don’t know how old.” 7int.; 7non-int.

An open problem

• Gapping seems to exhibit genuine LBE repair. A copular source is unavailable as a repair
strategy (Coppock 2011).

(23) Josiemakes too strong a coòee, and Patrick too weak1 〈makes [NP a t1 coòee]〉.

• A possible non-isomorphic source, involving a small clause:

(24) Josiemakes too strong a coòee, and Patrick too weak1 〈makes coòee t1〉

• Can we diagnose for this structure speciûcally?

3 More non-isomorphic sources
Short sources

• Short sources involve taking a sub-part of the preceding clause as the antecedent:
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(25) _ey hired someone who [t speaks a Balkan language] – guess which!

a. which 〈he speaks〉! short source

b. which 〈they hired someone who speaks〉! long source

• Antecedent has the trace of a relative operator in subject position, short source has an
e-type pronoun in subject position. Merchant (2001) motivates the possibility of such a
mismatch using examples like :

(26) We need to know [what he is doing t], and why 〈he is doing it〉
(cf. #. . .and why 〈we need to know what he is doing〉.)

• More examples of sluicing with a short source:

(27) a. John seems tome to be lying about something, but I don’t knowwhat he is lying about.
(6= what he seems to me to be lying about.)

b. I remember meeting him, but I don’t remember when I met him.
(cf. 6= #when I remember meeting him.) (Merchant 2001)

• Lasnik objects to Merchant’s invocation of short sources, and presumably as a result,Mer-
chant drops the evasion approach in laterwork. SeeMatt Barros, Elliott&_oms 2013 for
refutations of Lasnik’s arguments.

Unconditional sluices

• See Elliott &Murphy 2016b for substantial discussion of these cases.

(28) John will ûght any manx, no matter how tall 〈...〉

a. *〈heJ will ûght any man〉

b. 〈hex is〉

Truncated cleft sources

• Cases of sluicing involving the disjunction of propositions in the antecedent, which I dub
p-or-q sluices, following Matthew Barros (2014), motivate the availability of a truncated
cle� source, which I take to involve a pronominal subject of type 〈e, t〉, anaphoric on
some property in the discourse, and a pivot of type e.

(29) a. Either something’s on ûre, or Sally’s baking a cake, but I don’t know which.

b. Either something’s on ûre, or Sally’s baking a cake, but I don’t know which it is.
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• Matthew Barros (2014) shows that the grammaticality of p-or-q sluices in a given language
tracks the grammaticality of a cle� continuation as in 29b. In Russian for example, both
the p-or-q sluice and the cle� continuation are ungrammatical. 30 shows this for a variety
of diòerent possible wh-remnants.

(30) *ili
or

Sally
Sally

opjat’
again

pechet
bake

tort
cake

ili
or
chto-to
something

gorit,
burns,

no
but

ya
I

ne
not

znayu
know

{chto/
what

kakoy/
which

kakoe
which

iz
of.the

dvuh/
two

kakoe
which

kotoraja}
situation

immeno
exactly

(eto).
it

4 Towards a �exible identity condition
• It looks likewewant an identity condition thatwill let in a limited amountofnon-isomorphism
without over-generating.

• I will sketch an approach here based on existing, independently-motivated work on the
semantics of scalar implicature, and association with focus (Katzir 2008, Fox & Katzir
2011).

Why might association with focus and ellipsis involve the same mechanism?

• _is is an old idea going back to Rooth 1993. One advantage is that it allows one to give a
uniûed account of ellipsis and deaccenting,where ellipsis is conceived of as amore radical
form of the former process.

• _ere are other intriguing commonalities between the two domains.

• Observation: certain presuppositions are ignored for the purposes of computing focus
alternatives, but not others (Sauerland 2013).

• Novel empirical generalization (originally due to Elliott 2013a): the same presuppositions
that are ignored for the purposes of computing focus alternatives are ignored for the pur-
poses of ellipsis identity.

• It is helpful to contrast the behaviour of presuppositions in ellipsis and association with
focus environment, with quantiûcational environments.

(31) No student in the class except for one submitted her work on time.

• (31) is true in a scenario where, e.g., two students criticized themselves, but only one is
female. _is means that presupposition introduced by the gender feature on her must
factor into the quantiûcation.3

• Now compare to an example involving association with focus:
3Footnote about how it is standardly assumed that the semantics of φ-features is presuppositional.
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(32) Only Mary submitted her work on time.

• (32) is false in a scenariowhereMary was the only female studentwho submitted herwork
on time, but John submitted his work on time too. In order to get the right meaning for
(32), the presupposition introduced by her must be ignored for the purposes of computing
focus alternatives.

• Similarly, ellipsis identity ignore φ-featural mismatches.

(33) Mary submitted her work on time, and John did 〈submit his work on time〉, too.

• _e thought is that if we state our licensing condition in terms of focus alternatives, such
facts come for free.

• One response to this data would be to claim that φ-features on bound pronouns in such
cases are not interpreted (see, e.g., Kratzer 2009), but see Sudo 2012 for extensive argu-
ments that φ-features on bound pronouns are indeed presuppositional.

• Other presuppositions however count for both associationwith focus, and ellipsis; broadly,
the presuppositions associated with particular roots.

(34) JMary stopped smokingKt = λw : ∃t ′[t < t ′ ∧ Mary smokesw at t ′].
¬[Mary smokesw at t]

• (35) is true in a scenario where, e.g., Mary smoked at some past time, but doesn’t smoke
at the current time, however there are other individuals who don’t smoke at the current
time either (the assertive component of the meaning). _is means that the presupposed
component of themeaning has to factor into the computation of focus alternatives.

(35) Only Mary stopped smoking.

• Similarly (36) presupposes that John smoked at some past time, and gives rise to a presup-
position failure otherwise.

(36) Mary stopped smoking, and John did too.

Background: structural alternatives

• See Katzir 2008, Fox & Katzir 2011, Trinh &Haida 2015.

• Applications to ellipsis identity: Elliott 2013b,_oms 2015, Abels 2016 and Fleisher 2016.

• Motivation: the symmetry problem in the computation of scalar implicatures/association
with focus.
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(37) a. Josie ate some of the ice cream.
SI: ¬[Josie ate all of the ice cream]

b. Josie watched Blade Runner or Aliens.
SI: ¬[Josie watched Blade Runner and Aliens]

c. Josie has three cats.
SI: ¬[Josie has four cats.]

• _e traditional Gricean view is that the scalar implicature of a sentence is computed by
negating the truth-conditionally stronger alternatives to the sentence.

• _e symmetry problem arises when we fail to constrain the set of truth-conditionally
stronger alternatives.

(38) Josie has four cats.

(39) Potential alternatives:

a. Josie has four cats.

b. Josie has exactly three cats.

• Both (39a) and (39b) are truth-conditionally stronger than (38)4

• However, the negation of (39b) contradicts the assertion of (38).

• _e solution, naturally, is to develop a theory of alternatives according to which (39a)
counts as an alternative to (38), but (39b) does not.

• _e standardway of doing this, following is to invoke lexically speciûed scales (Horn 1972),
i.e. {..., three, four, ...} are scalemates, but { ...,three, exactly three,...} are not.

• Fox& Katzir (2011) note that the symmetry problem also arises for association with focus.

(40) Q:What did Josie do?
John only [read three books]F.
Inference: ¬[John read four books]

(41) Potential alternatives:

a. S1: Josie read four books.

b. S2: Josie read exactly three books.

4_at is to say, (39a) entails (38), but not vice versa, and likewise for (39b).
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• According to the standard theory of associationwith focus, the inference in (40) is derived
via negating a contextually speciûed subset of the alternatives derived via replacing the F-
marked constituent with constituents of the same semantic type.

• It is not plausible to carry themechanism for symmetry-breaking posited in the literature
on scalar implicatures (Horn scales), over the association with focus. _is is because as-
sociation with focus is a fully general, and therefore we need an algorithm for computing
alternatives in a systematic way.

• A salient distinction between the potential alternatives in (41) is that John read exactly
three books is structurallymore complex than the sentence John read three books, but John
read four books is not.

• Katzir’s (2008) idea is that the set of alternatives to a sentence S are derived via recursive
application of the following tree-manipulation operations.

– Deletion (removing edges and nodes)
– Contraction (removing an edge and identifying its end nodes)
– Substitution (replacing one terminal element with another of the same category)

• On this basis, Katzir provides the following deûnition of structural complexity:

(42) Structural complexity (Katzir 2008: p. 679)
Let φ, ψ be parse trees. If we can transform φ into ψ by a ûnite series of deletions, con-
tractions, and replacements of constituentsφwith constituents of the same category taken
from L(φ), we will write ψ . φ. If ψ . φ and φ . ψ we will write φ ∼ ψ. If ψ . φ

but not φ . ψ we will write ψ < φ.

(43) Fox & Katzir’s (2011) structurally-charaterized focus alternatives
F(S,C) =
{S ′ : S ′ is derived by replacing constituents x1, ..., xn with y1, ..., yn,
where y1 .C x1, ..., yn .C xn}

• Important take-home point: the alternatives implicated in our account of scalar implica-
ture and focus alternatives are elements of the interpreted object language – syntactic struc-
tures.

Existing focus-based licensing conditions

• Identity condition on ellipsis: Merchant’s (2001) e-givenness.5

5See alsoElliott& Sudo 2016 for a dynamicized version ofMerchant’s e-givenness,which they argue isnecessary
in order to account for mismatches between quantiûers and anaphoric deûnites.

(44) John applied to ûve graduate schoolsx, but I don’t know why...

a. ...〈he applied to ûve graduate schoolsy〉

b. ...〈he applied to the graduate schoolsx〉
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(45) e-givenness
An expression counts as e-given iò E has a salient antecedent A, and modulo ∃-type
shi�ing,

a. A entails F-clo(E), and

b. E entails F-clo(A)

• _e details here are not so important, but note that the licensing condition is stated in
terms of entailment, and therefore is deûned in terms of truth. Licensing conditions of
this kind face some well-known over-generation problems. One prominent example is
the relational opposites puzzle (Hartman 2009).

(46) John will beat someone at chess, and then Mary will 〈...〉

a. 〈beat someone at chess〉

b. *〈lose to someone at chess〉

(47) ∃x[x will beat someone at chess] entails ∃x[x will lose to someone at chess]

• _e standard solution is to supplement e-givenness with something like Chung’s (2005)
no new words condition on ellipsis licensing, but this is naturally just a stipulation.

• I suggest here that (based on the evidence for non-isomorphic sources) that amore accu-
rate generalization is as follows:

(48) No new roots!
Given an ellipsis site E, and its antecedent A, E may not contain any roots not already
present in A.

• _is condition will ‘come for free’ based on the proposed licensing condition.

Licensing via structural alternatives

• I suggest the following licensing condition on ellipsis, based on Fox & Katzir’s notion of
structural alternatives.

(49) Licensing via alternatives (ûrst version)6

a. E ∈ F(A,C)

b. A ∈ F(E,C)

6_e idea of stating the ellipsis licensing condition in terms of structural alternatives was to my knowledge ûrst
proposed by Elliott (2013b), and has since been proposed by _oms (2015), Abels (2016) and Fleisher (2016), for
diòerent reasons.
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• Recall:

(50) Fox & Katzir’s (2011) structurally-charaterized focus alternatives
F(S,C) =
{S ′ : S ′ is derived by replacing constituents x1, ..., xn with y1, ..., yn,
where y1 .C x1, ..., yn .C xn}

(51) S ′ .C S if S ′ can be derived from S by successive replacements of sub-constituents of S
with elements of the substitution source for S in C, SS(S,C).

(52) SS(X,C), the subtitution source for X in a context C, is the union of the following sets:

a. _e lexicon

b. _e subconstituents of X

c. _e set of salient constituents in C

• I suggest here that the diòerence between ellipsis and de-accenting boils down to the
salience assumption:

(53) Salience assumption: elidedmaterial does not count as salient in C.

• As stated, the licensing condition is FAR too permissive, and fails to rule out the relational
opposites case, voicemismatches, etc.

An economy condition on ellipsis licensing

• Katzir (2008) and Fox & Katzir (2011) assume that F(S,C) is a �at set of alternatives. I’d
like to revise that slightly here – I will take F(S,C) to be an ordered set of alternatives,
ordered according to howmuch each alternative S ′ deviates structurally from S. _is can
be calculated by counting howmany successive applications of Katzir’s tree-manipulation
operations are required to derive S ′ from S. _is will successfully rule out examples such
as the following:

(54) Abby called Chuck an idiot a�er Ben did...

a. ...〈call him an idiot〉

b. *...〈insult him〉

• Despite the fact that (54b) can be derived from the antecedent via tree-manipulation op-
erations (and crucially, inserted from the lexicon), there is always a competing ellipsis site
that deviates less from the antecedent – namely, the structure in (54a). Since the licensing
condition states that Emust be amaximal member of F(A,C), (54b) is always blocked by
the possibility of (54a).
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• We can now revise our ellipsis licensing condition.

(55) Licensing via alternatives (second version)

a. E is amaximal element in F(A,C)

b. A ∈ (E,C)

• Despite the fact that the proposed licensing condition is symmetric, (53) guarantees that
Amay be structurally more complex than E.

• Concretely, a case of ’vehicle change’.

(56) _ey arrested the guy who lives over the garage, though he thought they wouldn’t 〈arrest
him〉

• _e licensing condition states that A ∈ F(A,C), but A is apparently structurally more
complex than E. However, since the material the guy who lives over the garage is overt, it
counts as salient in C, and due to the deûnition of the substitution source in (52), this
means that the guy who lives over the garage is part of the substitution source for E in C.
_e condition on the antecedent is also simply stated in terms ofmembership; there is no
maximality condition.

• What about licensing in the other direction? _e condition on the ellipsis site states that
it must be the maximal member of F(A,C). _is is plainly not the case however - with-
out saying anything further, themaximal element of F(A,C) will always be the structure
identical to A, namely, arrest the guy who lives over the garage. In order to derive the ac-
tual elided material, we must ûrst delete the deûnite DP, and replace it with a masculine
pronoun, an occurence of which is overt and therefore salient in C.

• We need to revise the identity condition again - alternativeswhich give rise to ungrammat-
icality do not count for the purposes of maximality. _is is starting to sound very much
like an economy condition.

(57) Licensing via alternatives (third version)

a. E is amaximal element in F(A,C)
that does not otherwise violate any grammatical constraints

b. A ∈ (E,C)

More evidence for a flexible licensing condition: split antecedents

• what is the antecedent here?

(58) I did everything Mary did. Mary swam the English Channel andMary climbed Kiliman-
jaro, and I did too.
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(59) a. A = [VP swim the English channel]

b. A ′ = [VP climb Kilimanjaro]

c. E = [VP swim the English channel and climb Kilimanjaro]( 6= A 6= A ′)

• _e proposed licensing condition is �exible enough to license this, since the ellipsis site
can be constructed by (re)combining material from the substitution source.

5 _e structural residue: case-matching
• Gary _oms came up with the following argument that case-matching must be about sur-
face features.

(60) I saw someone arrive, but I didn’t see who.

a. # ...I saw arrive.

b. ...arrived.

• Case-matching looks very much like a surfacey morphological condition, and is virtually
exceptionless – unlike the sluicing/P-stranding generalization!

• According to the kind of account developed here, case-matching will not follow from the
licensing condition on ellipsis.

• It must follow from something else. Abels (2016) posits a distinct licensing condition for
the correlate-remnant pair (the ût condition), which could supplement the licensing con-
dition for elidedmaterial proposed here.
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